Turn your IT team into an organizational powerhouse.

**SURFACE CRITICAL INTEL**
Simplify encryption compliance, easily remediate non-compliance, find and fix AD and ConfigMgr issues, ensure LAPS compliance, and much more.

**REMEDIATE & SECURE**
Pinpoint compliance issues, remediate vulnerabilities remotely, minimize attack surface, automate tedious and error-prone tasks, and get the right data for smarter decisions.

**BRING IT ALL TOGETHER**
Clear visibility across all devices, track and share your goals and progress, visualize compliance trends and easily report, enhance overall environment health, and confidently set your priorities higher.

"Improved Security Reporting and Compliance – Right Click Tools has hands-down the best patch reporting tool I have ever seen for MS. It not only gives you live compliance data on demand, but can even remediate patches if desired from the same console. I cannot overstate the value here." — Operations Manager, CENTURA HEALTH

---

**Why invest in Right Click Tools Enterprise?**

- Uncover and resolve security blind spots that would otherwise slip through the cracks
- Easily find and address vulnerabilities that lurk in your environment
- Increase IT’s effectiveness in deploying and managing device compliance
- Streamline tedious IT tasks with complete visibility and smooth updates
- Reach and maintain your system management goals
Keep on top of updates.

29% of organizations had a data breach in the past two years that was a direct result of an unpatched vulnerability. Take control of your system's updates by making sure every device has the patches it needs from one convenient dashboard.

Simplify encryption to secure devices.

Only 4% of data breaches include properly secured devices where encryption makes stolen files useless. Surface encryption vulnerabilities and significantly increase IT's effectiveness in deploying and managing BitLocker compliance.

Analyze and share data insights.

Easily share reports with others at your organization that drill down on device compliance over time. Schedule a checkpoint time and start building trends for a comprehensive view of data insights, including AD Cleanup, BitLocker Compliance, LAPS Compliance and Update Compliance.

LOVED AND TRUSTED BY